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Motivation and Research Question
Uncertainty of pre- and early industrial living conditions               
with high and volatile mortality
Malthusian theory of economic-demographic interdependence
Endogeneity of all variables requires vector autoregressions (VARs) 
instead of simple OLS estimation
Bayesian approach yields distributional statements
Almost complete and reliable statistic recordation of demographic 
data in the Nordic Countries since 1735 and 1749 respectively
Relatively stable general conditions,                           
comparison of several related countries possible

Research question:
Are the economic-demographic interactions in the Nordic Countries 
in the 18th and 19th century Malthusian?
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Related Literature
OLS approaches:
- Lee (in: Wrigley, Schofield 1981)
- Galloway (Population Studies 1985, 1988)

VAR approaches:
- Eckstein, Schultz, Wolpin (European Economic Review 1985)
- Hagnell (Journal of Official Statistics 1991)
- Bengtsson, Broström (Historical Methods 1997)
- Nicolini (European Review of Economic History 2007)

Various weaknesses of these VAR approaches:
- No Bayesian statements on the distribution of results
- Rationale based on stationarity
- Filtering, identification etc.



Malthusian Theory
Idea: 
- Population growth as danger
- Without imposing restraints, population increases  faster (geometrically) 

than agrarian output (arithmetically)

Consequence:
- Living conditions permanent close to the subsistence level
- Inevitable subsistence crises with high mortality forcing the population 

level to adapt to the level of food production “positive check ”
Only way out: 
- Reducing fertility (by refraining from marriage) “preventive check ”

In a formalised model (e.g. production with fixed factor land):
- Self-balancing system of population and economy 
- Welfare policy or technical progress increase only the population level, 

no improvement of living conditions (real wage)



System of linear stochastic difference equations 

where      denotes the observations of a M-dimensional variable 
vector at time

with unobservable Gaussian innovations with zero mean and 
covariance matrix

Autoregression: The dependence of the variable values at time t   
on the lagged values of all variables is captured by            
with lag length p

Vektor Autoregressions: Basic Model
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Log likelihood function conditional on observed data            :

Maximizing the likelihood function yields as result the 
OLS estimator                          
and      based on the OLS residuals.

Point estimate of the parameters

Maximum Likelihood (for Matrix Representation)
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The Bayes Theorem for B and      viewed as random variables yields:

where

An uninformative flat prior yields as posterior density of the parameters:

where               is inverse-Wishart and                  is Gaussian 

Distribution of the parameters conditional on the observed data

Bayesian: Full Distribution of the Parameters
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Supposed the innovations    (unforeseeable part of variable values 
caused by contemporaneous shocks) are generated by fundamental  
shocks     with orthogonal, standard normally distributed elements 
via            , then the covariance matrix becomes:            
Identification assumption that A is lower-triangular with positive 
diagonal elements corresponds to unique Choleski decomposition  
of symmetric positive definite real-valued matrices

Fundamental shocks at time t are subsequently propagated by B, 
impulse response sequences capture the impact on the variables: 

The ordering of the variables is crucial, because the (triangular!) 
matrix A determines, which variables instantaneously react to a 
fundamental shock: Variables above are unaffected
Distribution of the parameters yields full distribution of the  
impulse response sequences

Identification and Impuls Response Sequences
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Demographic time series based on historic statistical records   
(no reconstructions):
- Finland: 1749-1899
- Norway: 1735-1899 
- Sweden: 1749-1899
- Projected: Denmark and Iceland as further Nordic Countries
- Fertility: Crude Birth Rate (CBR ) per 1000 of population
- Mortality: Crude Death Rate (CDR ) per 1000 of population

Economic time series based on historic records of prices and wages:
- Finland: Real wage index Heikkinen et al. (1987) 
- Norway: Based on Consumer Price Index (CPI) Grytten (2004) 
- Schweden: Real wage index Jörberg (1972)
- Always taken logs of the economic data

Data (later on extended)



Data: Sweden 1749-1899

1756-63 war, 
crop failures

1788-90 war 1808-09 war, 
1813-14 war

1772-73: severe crop failures Most remaining highs 
of CDR: epidemics

1800: severe cropfailure



2 Subperiods: 1735/1749-1814 and 1815-1899

Order of variables:                                             
(due to biology: CBR first of the demographic variables)

Inclusion of a constant
Lag length:  p = 3

Impulses: one standard deviation
Displayed error bands for impulse response sequences            
contain 68% (magenta) and 90% (red) of probability mass

Model specification
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Sweden 1749-1814 Sweden 1815-1899

Sweden: Positive  and Preventive Check



Sweden 1749-1814 and Norway 1735-1814:
- Both checks clearly appear
- Positive check more pronounced
- Timing effects in both fertility and mortality

Sweden 1815-1899:
- Both checks weaker than before (although SD of real wage unchanged)
- Persistent negative response of fertility after 5 years undermines long-run 

effect of preventive check (but compensated by response of mortality)
- Same course of total effect on population as before, only weaker
- Relative strength of both checks unclear

Norway 1815-1899:
- Positive check in the 2nd year still more pronounced, remaining years unclear

Finland 1749-1814 and 1815-1899:
- No counter movements
- Positive check more pronounced, in the 2nd subperiod even stronger              

than before and very sharp

Results: Positive  and Preventive Check



S 1749-1814            S 1815-1899 Sweden 1749-1814

Real wage responses to CBR Impulses CBR response to a CDR Impulse

S 1749-1814           S 1815-1899 Sweden 1815-1899

Real wage responses to CDR Impulses CBR response to a CDR Impulse

Sweden: Effectiveness of Checks



Effect of changes in fertility on the real wage:
- 1735/1749-1814: unclear
- 1815-1899: after several years clearly negative

Effect of changes in mortality on the real wage:
- 1735/1749-1814: clearly positive in Sweden, less clear in Finland
- 1815-1899: after several years negative (!)

Feedback of demography on the economy:
- Positive check clearly effective in the 1st subperiod
- Preventive check slightly effective (delayed) in the 2nd subperiod

Response of fertility to impulses in mortality:
- 1735/49-1814: clearly positive for several years
- 1815-1899: weaker, shorter and less clear (Norway: even negative)

Results: Effectiveness of Checks



Robustness
Changes in the model specification:
- Different definition of subperiods
- Higher lag orders
- Permuted position of mortality and real wage in the variables order
- Minnesota prior instead of flat prior
- Different economic data employed

Result: in each case only minor changes

Several extensions with additional variables:
- Exogenous: seasonal temperatures, wars and other external shocks
- Endogenous: nuptiality, infant mortality, emigration 

Result:
- Rest of impulse response sequences almost unchanged
- (Reasonable) position in the variables order of no importance



Nuptiality: Crude Marriage Rate (CMR ) 
European Marriage Pattern Hajnal (1965) 

Fertility depends on nuptiality, which is not constantly high

Household formation: Nuclear family system Hajnal (1982) 
- Previous working and saving essential

Nuptiality depends on economic conditions

Economic niches e.g. Fertig (2005), Süßmilch (1741/1761)
- Fixed number of economic positions in a community, which enable 

their holders to marry and set up a household on their own
- Important way of release: deceasing of position holders

Common remarriages due to high mortality
Nuptiality also depends on mortality

Result: Effects concerning nuptiality as predicted, 
rest of impulse response sequences almost unchanged



Environmental conditions: Temperatures
Hypotheses: 
- Direct impact on health and harvest   

indirect effect on mortality (and fertility) as well as on prices/real wages 
- Cold winter: prevalent diseases of the respiratory tract 
- Hot summer: prevalent diseases of the digestive tract 

In particular effect on infant mortality in summer/autumn

Implementation:
- Additional exogenous variable
- Quarterly defined as winter, spring, summer, autumn

Data: 
- Historic records of instrumental measuring:

Uppsala (S) 1722, St. Petersburg (RUS) 1743, Lund (S) 1748,  
Stockholm (S) 1756, Trondheim (N) 1761, Stykkisholmur 1841 (ICE) etc.

- Alternative in principle: Reconstructions based on tree rings, sediments, 
glacial drilling cores etc. (relatively crude, no seasonal data)



Temperatures: Results
Norway 1761-1814 and Sweden 1749-1814:
- Winter: positive effect on fertility in the first 2 years (S) / first 3 years (N), 

negative effect on mortality in the first 2 years (stronger than on fertility) (S)
- Spring: positive effect on fertility for several years (N, S), 

negative effect on mortality for several years (stronger than on fertility) (N, S)
- Summer: positive effect on fertility 3-5 years later (S)
- Autumn: negative effect on fertility in the current year (S),         

positive effect on mortality in the first 2 years (S)

Finland, Norway and Sweden 1815-1899:
- Winter: positive effect on fertility in the first 2 years (S)
- Spring: positive effect on fertility for several years (N, S) / in the first            

2 years (FIN), negative effect on mortality in the current year (S) / in the  
first 2 years (FIN, N)

- Summer: positive effect on fertility for several years (FIN, N)
- Autumn: positive effect on fertility for several years (FIN, S),      

positive effect on mortality in the current year (N)



Infant Mortality
Infant Mortality Rate (IMR) per 100 infants instead of CDR
Much higher level, but less pronounced fluctuations than CDR
Hypothesis:
- Infant mortality positively related with summer temperature

Results:
Effects on infant mortality in Sweden 1749-1814:
- Winter and spring: clearly negative in the first 3 years                         

(in particular in the second year)
- Autumn: positive in the current year                                  

(almost as pronounced as for winter and spring in the second year)

Effects on infant mortality in Sweden 1815-1899:
- Winter and spring: negative in the first 2 years 
- Summer: positive in the current year                                  

(almost as pronounced as for winter and spring)



Additional dummy variable:
- Either for all years of war
- or for those years during wars or after severe crop failures which 

exhibit exceptional high mortality

S 1749-1814 FIN 1749-1814 FIN 1815-1899

CBR Responses to such an external shock of the 2nd variant

S 1749-1814 FIN 1749-1814 FIN 1815-1899

CDR Responses to such an external shock of the 2nd variant

External Shocks: Wars and Severe Crop Failures



Emigration

Substantial emigration in the 2nd half of the 19th century with 
considerably stronger flucutations than fertility and mortality

Data: Norway 1836-1899, Sweden 1856-1899,                        
based on historic statistical records 
Implementation: Additional endogenous variable                  

Feasible 3rd channel beside the positive check and the          
preventive check for the adjustment of the population level              
to economic circumstances   



Sweden 1856-1899
Norway 1836-1899:

very similar

Emigration also reacts 
in a systematic way 
(negatively) to shocks 
in the real wage and 
is much more 
pronounced than 
the positive and 
the preventive check

Emigration: Results



Conclusion
Bayesian Vector Autoregression adequate for the analysis of     
historic economic-demographic interactions:
- Accounts properly for endogeneity of all variables
- Yields distribution of results
- No problems with stationarity issues

Result: Economic-demographic interactions are decreasingly Malthusian
- Economic-demographic system fully specified with fertility, mortality    

and the real wage (no essential variables missing)
- Results almost unchanged by adding further variables
- Both Malthusian checks appear:

1735/49-1814:  positive check more pronounced and only effective 
1815-1899:      positive check still appears, 

but only preventive check slightly effective 
since 1836/56:  emigration crucial factor for population adjustment

- Additional effects of exogenous factors as temperatures or wars



Outlook

Short term: supplement Denmark and Iceland
- Some time series still missing
- Iceland as exceptional example interesting
- Full comparison of the Nordic Countries feasible

Medium term: employ age-specific demographic data 
- Mortality since 1751 (S, FIN) or 1835/38/46 (DK, ICE, N) obtainable
- Fertility since 1751 (S), 1776 (FIN) or 1846/55 (N, ICE) obtainable
- VAR analysis requires drastic reduction of the quantity of employed 

time series, therefor different mathematical or econometric methods 
promising (for fertility and mortality)

- Better analysis of differential mortality and of timing effects feasible



Thank You for Your Attention!



Appendix: Additional Material



Malthus

Thomas R. Malthus *1766, †1834

Studies of mathematics and other subjects
Temporary position as country parson

1798/1803: “An Essay on the Principle of Population“

1805: First professorship of political economy in the UK
One of the classical economists,
but first of all known as founder of demography                 
His ideas affected the debates in England on the poor laws 
in the 1830s and later on also influenced Charles R. Darwin



Return to the                
stable equlibrium         
at the subsistence level    
after a pertubation

Example: 
Population too high,           
real wage below 
subsistence wage,           
death surplus

Adjustment:                   
1st Population shrinks        
2nd Real wage increases     
3rd Birth rate grows,          

Death rate falls,           
death surplus 
decreases

1

2

3

3

births

Malthusian Equlibrium

population

deaths

real wage

real wage

subsistence wage



Example: Iceland 1735-1899
1757: 97 1784: 114

1785: 132



Stacking of the past variable values:

Matrix representation:

Matrix Representation
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Conditional probability density function of random variable    :

Log likelihood function conditional on observed data            :

Conditional Log Likelihood Function
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Data: Finland 1749-1899



Data: Norway 1735-1899



Finland 1749-1814 Finland 1815-1899

Finland: Positive  and Preventive Check



Norway 1735-1814 Norway 1815-1899

Norway: Positive  and Preventive Check


